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DISINFORMATION ABOUT THE CONFLICT IN THE MIDDLE EAST REMAINS 
THE TOPIC WITH THE HIGHEST PROMINENCE IN NOVEMBER

The 32 organizations* part of the EDMO fact-checking network that contributed to this brief published a total of 
1.354 fact-checking articles in November 2023. Out of these articles, 349 (26%) focused on the conflict between 
Israel and Hamas, 72 (5%) on Ukraine-related disinformation; 69 (5%) on COVID-19-related disinformation; 72 (5%) 
on climate change-related disinformation; 75 (6%) on disinformation related to the EU; 52 (4%) on disinformation 
related to immigration; and 17 (1%) on disinformation about LGBTQ+ and gender issues. 

Although lower than the previous month, disinformation about the Middle East crisis remains by far the biggest 
disinformation phenomenon in November, with some narratives gaining more traction. The percentage of 
disinformation about the war in Ukraine decreased slightly in November and EU-related disinformation increased by 
a few percentage points. The other main disinformation topics monitored remained mostly stable. 
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* Organizations that contributed to this brief: AFP, Correctiv, Delfi, Demagog.cz, Demagog.pl, Demagog.sk, DPA, DW, Eesti Päevaleht, EFE Verifica, Ellinika Hoaxes, 
Eurocomunicare, Factcheck Vlaanderen, FactReview, Faktabaari, Faktisk, FranceTV, Funky, Greece Fact Checking, Källkritikbyrån,  Lakmusz, Maldita, Medizin transparent,  
Oštro, PagellaPolitica/Facta, Polígrafo, Pravda, Re:Baltica, The Journal Fact-Check, Times of Malta, TjekDet, Verificat
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AI�GENERATED DISINFO INCREASES

After months of very low percentages, disinformation using content generated by AI tools increased and it was 
around 4% in November (57 articles out of 1.354). Even if the figure is not particularly significant from a quantitative 
perspective, there are some worrying developments, with false stories becoming more insidious. 

Amid the false information circulated in November, some are worth highlighting: an AI-generated audio with the voice 
of Valerii Zaluzhnyi, head of the Ukrainian Armed Forces (see slide n. 6);  AI-generated images purporting to show 
migrants at the Finnish border wearing expensive jackets (see slide n. 6); a deepfake of former Czech Prime Minister 
Andrej Babiš talking about miraculous investments; and generated images used to depict climate activists 
as hypocritical. 

In some cases, the fact that 
AI-generated content is often 
challenging to detect confuses 
people and leads them to question 
more and more real material as 
being deepfakes.

https://demagog.cz/diskuze/andrej-babis-vyuzit-v-deepfake-manipulaci
https://verifica.efe.com/greta-thunberg-no-llamado-guerras-sostenibles-deepfake/
https://faktencheck.afp.com/doc.afp.com.346364T
https://faktabaari.fi/fakta/nain-tarkistat-onko-materiaali-aitoa-vai-deepfake/
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The already known narratives regarding the war between Israel and the Hamas terrorist group are still present and 
widespread. False stories continue to claim that the suffering of civilians in the Palestinian territories is staged and 
the victims are crisis actors (the so-called “Pallywood” conspiracy theory), or that the conflict is already escalating 
and involving other States (an alleged declaration of war against Israel from Yemen was significant in this context). 

Many of the false stories on this topic supposedly show exaggerated manifestations of support for the Palestinian 
cause (or for Israel), sometimes linking unrelated images and videos of crowds to the ongoing conflict. This 
technique is becoming a standard practice for disinformers when protests occur, also used in the past to magnify 
protests against coronavirus pandemic measures. Apart from these familiar narratives, some others are becoming 
more prominent in many EU languages. 

In particular, the attempt to exploit the crisis in the Middle East to weaken support for Ukraine is 
intensifying, using unfounded information to portray Kiev as linked to Hamas or to create tension between 
supporters of Israel and Ukraine. In the first case, it was claimed that the ransom of 500.000 euros for an Israeli 
woman kidnapped by Hamas was demanded by Ukraine, or that Ukraine was sending weapons received from 
NATO to Hamas militants. Other false stories claimed that Ukrainian supporters were supposedly expressing their 
dissatisfaction with military support for Israel, or that pro-Israel messages were replacing those for Ukraine.

DISINFORMATION ON THE ISRAEL/HAMAS CONFLICT

In line with the exploitation of the conflict in other contexts, the EU has been 
falsely accused of voting against a ceasefire in Gaza and in Spain – where several 
disinformation narratives are trying to delegitimize the new government – and some 
false stories took advantage of the diplomatic crisis between Spain and Israel 
following Pedro Sanchez’s visit to the region. For example, it was falsely claimed that 
Netanyahu had mistreated the re-elected Prime Minister or that a high-ranking Israeli 
official had information to “destroy” the Spanish government. 

https://factchecknederland.afp.com/doc.afp.com.34492CV
https://maldita.es/malditobulo/20231129/palestinos-fingiendo-haber-muerto-egipto/
https://verifica.efe.com/falso-las-mujeres-de-un-video-hamas-victimas/
https://factchecknederland.afp.com/doc.afp.com.33ZM6LH
https://factchecknederland.afp.com/doc.afp.com.3434798
https://www.factchecker.gr/2023/11/05/mashal-fake-forbes-cover/
https://poligrafo.sapo.pt/fact-check/videos-partilhados-no-tiktok-mostram-cristiano-ronaldo-a-apoiar-a-causa-palestiniana
https://maldita.es/malditobulo/20231107/revista-forbes-khaled-mashal-israel/
https://factcheck.vlaanderen/factcheck/video-met-dansende-israliers-heeft-niets-te-maken-met-huidige-conflict-in-israel
https://correctiv.org/faktencheck/2023/11/28/dieses-video-zeigt-keine-pro-palaestina-demo-in-frankreich-sondern-fussballfans-in-brasilien/
https://faktencheck.afp.com/doc.afp.com.33ZQ6HU
https://edmo.eu/2021/11/11/corona-sceptics-a-small-movement-trying-to-project-a-huge-shadow/
https://correctiv.org/faktencheck/2023/11/10/angeblicher-wdr-artikel-ueber-ukrainische-loesegeldforderung-fuer-shani-louk-ist-gefaelscht/
https://www.antifake.ro/fact-checking-ul-saptamanii-videoclip-fabricat-si-atribuit-in-mod-fals-bbc-potrivit-caruia-ucraina-ar-fi-furnizat-arme-organizatiei-teroriste-hamas/
https://www.delfi.lt/news/melo-detektorius/interaktyvu/ar-ukrainieciai-protestavo-pries-parama-izraeliui-su-necenzuriniais-plakatais-rankose.d?id=95239019
https://www.ellinikahoaxes.gr/2023/11/20/new-york-fake-ad-ukraine-israel-trolls/
https://verifica.efe.com/la-union-europea-no-ha-votado-contra-alto-fuego-en-gaza/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-67575699
https://maldita.es/malditobulo/20231127/netanyahu-pedro-sanchez-israel-reunion/
https://maldita.es/malditobulo/20231124/declaraciones-funcionario-israeli-gobierno-espana/
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UKRAINE-RELATED DISINFORMATION NARRATIVES

Aside from the ever-present narratives about president Zelensky’s alleged drug addiction, the alleged 
dangerousness of refugees and the alleged Ukrainian widespread sympathies for Nazis, false stories about the 
war in Ukraine in November focused on undermining support for Kiev (also exploiting the war in the Middle East, 
as mentioned) and exacerbating the existing internal tensions in its leadership. 

In this sense, a very significant false story circulated in Slovakia. A deepfake was created of Valerii Zaluzhnyi, 
commander-in-chief of the Ukrainian armed forces, accusing Zelensky of being a “traitor” and calling on 
Ukrainians to rise up against him, leveraging the friction that actually exists between the two leaders. This false 
content pivots on the recently emerged tensions between the president and the commander in chief of the 
Ukrainian Armed Forces.

Other false stories used AI to claim that people lured by Russia at the Finnish border were wearing expensive 
clothes: this narrative, which questions the reality of the harsh situations migrants are often living in, is very well-
known. It has been used against migrants from the Global South in countries such as Italy, Spain and Greece, and 
even against migrants from Ukraine, in particular in Central-Eastern Europe countries. 

https://dpa-factchecking.com/germany/231129-99-118958/
https://napravoumiru.afp.com/doc.afp.com.33ZN2Y3
https://demagog.org.pl/fake_news/ukrainiec-grozil-bronia-przechodniom-we-wroclawiu-wyjasniamy/
https://faktantarkistus.afp.com/doc.afp.com.343Q2XM
https://www.factual.ro/dezinformari-retele-sociale/manipulare-perchezitiile-la-o-biserica-romaneasca-din-ucraina-instrument-de-propaganda-rusa/
https://www.factchecker.gr/2023/11/17/ai-generated-abrams-tanks-in-ukraine/
https://fakty.afp.com/doc.afp.com.343P8U4
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/11/08/ukraine-zelensky-zaluzhny-russia-war/
https://faktabaari.fi/fakta/kuvakollaasi-rikkaista-siirtolaisista-on-puolasta-vuodelta-2021-ei-tuore-kuva-lapista/
https://epl.delfi.ee/artikkel/120251808/faktikontroll-kas-vene-randerunnakus-soome-vastu-trugivad-ule-piiri-rikkad-migrandid-ei-see-foto-parineb-hoopis-teisest-ajast-ja-kohast
https://epl.delfi.ee/artikkel/120251808/faktikontroll-kas-vene-randerunnakus-soome-vastu-trugivad-ule-piiri-rikkad-migrandid-ei-see-foto-parineb-hoopis-teisest-ajast-ja-kohast
https://edmo.eu/2023/11/09/disinformers-use-similar-arguments-and-techniques-to-steer-hate-against-migrants-from-ukraine-or-the-global-south/
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DISINFORMATION ABOUT THE EUROPEAN UNION

Apart from the slight general increase in EU-related disinformation, particularly interesting cases were 
detected in some countries, such as Bulgaria and Slovakia. 

In Bulgaria, where elections were held on April 2 and the two main rival political parties found an 
agreement to form a coalition pro-EU government with a rotating prime minister, disinformation 
targeting the EU and the government itself is significant. For example, since Bulgarian miners and 
power plant employees demonstrated against the government’s proposal to gradually eliminate coal 
usage, false stories circulated on social media claiming that the EU is backing an alleged imminent 
closure of coal mines in the country. At the same time, another disinformation story claimed that the 
majority of French people wanted to leave the EU and NATO, exaggerating the turnout at a very small 
pro-Frexit rally, while another false story accused the government (and the media) of spreading fake 
photos to over-represent the attention it receives from European institutions.

In Slovakia, where a government commonly described as eurosceptic is currently in charge, there 
have been claims that the proposal to abolish the veto power of EU member states would transform 
the EU into a “military federation”, and that Ursula von der Leyen, the President of the European 
Commission, is related to a Nazi military figure and has inherited property linked to slavery. 
Other well-known false stories, already circulated in different countries in the past, 
such as the one claiming that the EU wants to ban toilet paper in the name 
of climate change, are still widespread in the country. 

https://proveri.afp.com/doc.afp.com.33ZJ4D3
https://proveri.afp.com/doc.afp.com.343Q3CP
https://proveri.afp.com/doc.afp.com.34629QG
https://fakty.afp.com/doc.afp.com.34778NT
https://demagog.cz/diskuze/ursula-von-der-leyen-nie-je-pribuzna-nacistickeho-pohlavara
https://demagog.sk/eu-nepretlaca-nahradenie-klasickeho-toaletneho-papiera
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NOT EU

EU + Norway

EU+ Norway- No data

The US are sending troops in Israel 

The Washington Post published an article about 
weapons supplies from Ukraine to Hamas 

The European Medicine Agency (EMA) said, in 
a letter in reply to the request of a MEP (Marcel 
De Graaf), that nobody under age 60 should 
have been vaccinated against Covid-19, plus 
other “shocking” revelations

Mammography has been banned in Switzerland 
because it can cause breast cancer and more 
than half of the test results are incorrect

THE four FALSE STORIES WITH THE 
WIDEST CIRCULATION IN THE EU IN 
NOVEMBER, BASED ON THE FACT-
CHECKERS' REPORTS, WERE:

https://www.antifake.ro/fact-checking-ul-saptamanii-imagini-din-2022-cu-trupe-americane-sosind-pe-aeroportul-mihail-kogalniceanu-utilizate-pentru-a-promova-stiri-false-despre-criza-din-orientul-mijlociu/
https://facta.news/antibufale/2023/11/29/washington-post-hamas-armi-ucraina/
https://factuel.afp.com/doc.afp.com.34699WT
https://demagog.sk/mamografiu-vo-svajciarsku-nezakazali,-toto-vysetrenie-je-dolezite-pre-vcasnu-diagnostiku-rakoviny-prsnika
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THE MOST SIGNIFICANT VERIFIED DISINFORMATION 
STORIES AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL:

Vibrations from offshore wind turbines 
are beaching dolphins and other marine 

mammals that use echolocation 
to navigate

In the context of the recent rioting 
in Dublin, the Irish Army had been 

deployed to keep order and the 
Irish police installed watch towers

Scientists are working on reviving 
dead humans using mRNA 

technology 

https://www.tjekdet.dk/faktatjek/strander-delfiner-og-spaekhuggere-paa-%20grund-af-vibrationer-fra-havvindmoeller-forskere
https://edmo.eu/2023/11/28/how-misinformation-and-far-right-groups-sparked-a-riot-in-dublin-after-the-stabbing-of-three-children-at-a-school/
https://edmo.eu/2023/11/28/how-misinformation-and-far-right-groups-sparked-a-riot-in-dublin-after-the-stabbing-of-three-children-at-a-school/
https://www.thejournal.ie/army-deployed-dublin-city-riots-debunk-photo-terenure-6233318-Nov2023/
https://www.thejournal.ie/oconnell-street-dublin-garda-watch-towers-gpo-debunked-6236262-Nov2023/
https://factcheckgreek.afp.com/doc.afp.com.33ZU3Z4
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METHODOLOGY

The information contained in this brief was collected via a questionnaire sent to 
the fact-checking organizations that are part of the EDMO fact-checking network.

Reference period: 1-30 November 2023. Number of respondents: 32.
Main editor of this brief: Tommaso Canetta and Enzo Panizio, Pagella Politica/Facta.

For further information: t.canetta@pagellapolitica.it.

EDMO has received funding
from the European Union
under Contract number: “LC-01935415”

https://edmo.eu/fact-checking-community/
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